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ABSTRACT 

Auto rickshaws are extensively utilized in Asian states as taxis of people and goods. Even though the 

vehicle design is well suited to the nature in that it operates, it is crude and inefficient design. Due to the poor 

maintenance of vehicle and the use of inefficient two or four stroke engines, excess pollution is occurring which is 

a major problem in main Indian cities. The proposed auto rickshaw features the development of an advanced solar 

hybrid auto rickshaw, consists of a two stroke engine and a solar panel, Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) 

circuit, battery module, Speed controller, a Brushless DC motor. The rear wheels of the vehicles are driven either 

by fossil fuels or by a Brush less DC (BLDC) motor which is powered by the solar energy. As the solar panel 

becomes older as the days goes on, the efficiency reduces. So to make the solar panel operate efficiently and to 

improve the efficiency, it is necessary to maintain the solar PV cell by cleaning it frequently. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

According to REN21’s 2014 report   renewable contributed 19% to our energy consumption and 22%   to   

our electricity generation in 2012, 2013 respectively. More than $214 billion are invested in renewable 

technologies in 2013. Nearly 21.7% of electricity generation based on renewable, it was accepted by worldwide in 

2013. In china, nearly 7 0 % are using Solar heating technique for heating of water. According to 2011 small PV 

systems provide electricity to a  few mi l l ion  households . So a s  renewable  energy sources became part our 

source to generate electrical energy. As these solar plants were laid outdoor there is a possibility of affected by dust 

and other particles, therefore here in this paper we proposed different ways of maintaining the solar panels and   

thereby. We can increase the efficiency of the solar panel. In  the  same way  as  solar  panels  were  fixed  then  it  

cannot  gain  most of  the  energy  from  the  sun . Hence there  are  dif ferent  methods of tracking the energy 

from the sun, but t hese  requires the additional circuit to the system. The ma i n  object ive  of  the  project  is  to 

improve  the  efficiency  of  the  solar energy by conducting tests and also to study the various methods of 

maintaining solar panels. As we already know that we need to depend on renewable energy sources for the future 

we need to protect or sustain them. 

As renewable energy sources became future dependent,  we need to maintain and utilize   them properly. 

The main types of renewable energy sources are wind, air and solar. Solar e n e r g y  became one   of   the promising   

future   renewable energy source. We already know  that  the  intensity  of  light  is  a time  variant so we need  to  

place  the   PV module  towards  the  high  intensity of light. 

PV modules are generally used to generate electricity from the sunlight as sunlight produces a high intensity. 

As these units are placed on outside where the dust particles are heavier therefore we discussed various testing 

and maintaining methods in this paper. 

Solar Panel: The one fundamental selection of this approach was once the settling on of the solar cells.   As used 

to be recounted earlier in the introduction, two major manufactured substances exist in sunlight cells. The primary 

is silicon. Silicon was once the fabric of the primary solar cells and these days are most often used in terrestrial 

settings due to its low construction cost and low efficiency. Terrestrial functions mostly price fee over floor subject 

consumed so silicon is a great match. These cells almost always varies from 12%-18% effective and are available in 

two crystal forms. They are Mon crystalline and polycrystalline. Mono cystalline cells are regularly more efficient 

due to the presence of just a single crystal but are a bit of extra expensive whilst polycrystalline are less high 

priced but customarily much less effective. The 2nd most long-established fabric used is Gallium Arsenide sun Cells. 

These cells use gallium arsenide wafers alternatively of silicon. They're semiconductors, just like silicon, but are 

way more effective. The efficiency of these solar cells is about 25%-30% for construction models, however some 

R&D cells have been identified to arrive 40%. As a result of the extreme surface field constraint of our satellite and 

the want for essentially the most vigor possible, the Gallium Arsenide cell have been chosen for the satellite TV for 

PC. These cells are more high priced, but as will probably be shown later can still be located for affordable costs. 

Additionally, as shown above, a common energy analysis performed using the calculations included in the basic 

power analysis part exhibits that these cells will have to at the very least produce sufficient energy for adequate 

operate of the satellite TV for PC. 

MPPT: We used the MPPT (maximum energy point Tracker) 80 Amp charge controller to control the highest 

current product. One exact advantage of the MPPT cost controller is that it ensured that current does no longer go 

with the flow from the battery to the array by way of night time but only powers our safety lights.  The MPPT cost 

controller was used considering the fact that it operates the PV panels at the voltage that delivers maximum power. 

That voltage will more commonly be larger than the voltage required to charge the battery, so the excess voltage is 
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modified into additional current at the Voltage demanded by the battery. Hence, MPPT controllers as shown in Fig.1. 

No longer only maximize power extraction from PV panels but additionally permit massive flexibility in PV 

configuration. 

 
Figure.1. Mppt Charge Controller 

We took correct care whilst putting in the steadiness of approach (BOS) components given that making at 

ease and durable connections may be very foremost to the lifetime of a PV procedure. The BOS add-ons include: 

Variety of wire and dimension: We used copper wires for a develop efficiency and reliability of our PV approach. 

We considered the total present carrying capability of the wire together with the fuses used to safeguard the 

conductors when settling on the type of wires to use. This was carried out to preclude overheating insulation 

breakdown and hearth outbreak. We also viewed the voltage drop and power loss before deciding on the wire. 

For the reason that each of those reasons are dependent on the resistance of the wire, the quantity of present and 

the size of wire. The title or heads unless they are unavoidable. 

Switches and fuses: Fuses are used in PV techniques to provide over present defense when floor faults occur and 

switches are used to manually interrupt energy in case of emergency or upkeep. We linked a fuse between the 

array and the controller, seeing that the battery is the important current supply of the predicament in our stand-on 

my own PV approach. The operation of the fuse is to make certain the safeguard of the modules from battery current 

will have to a floor fault arise when the controller is engaged. We additionally established switches to isolate the 

array, battery, controller and cargo. 

Connections: We took into consideration that negative connections are responsible for most issues in a stand-

alone PV procedure. Also these bad connections may affect to losses in the process affectivity, process failure and 

costly troubleshooting and repairs. Therefore we made our process connections secure and able to resist extreme 

climate and temperature. We prevented our connections against corrosion with the aid of utilizing copper conductors 

for procedure connections. Additionally we buried most of the wires with water %pipes for protection. 

The 2 forms of charge controllers most in general utilized in in these dais’s sunlight energy methods are 

pulse width modulation (PWM) and maximum vigour point tracking (MPPT). Both regulate charging rates relying 

on the battery's charge degree to permit charging closer to the battery’s maximum potential as well as screen battery 

temperature to avoid overheating. 

If maximizing charging capability were the only aspect considered when specifying a sun controller, 

everyone would use an MPPT controller. But the two technologies are distinct, each and every with its own 

advantages. The selection depends upon site stipulations, procedure accessories, dimension of the array and load, 

and ultimately the price for a targeted sun vigor approach. 

Temperature conditions: An MPPT controller is better suited for less warm stipulations. As sun module operating 

temperature goes down, the Vmp1 raises. That’s due to the fact that the voltage of the solar   panels   operating   at   

their   top   energy   point   at commonplace testing conditions (STC is 25C°) is set 17V while the battery voltage 

is ready thirteen.5V. The MPPT controller is capable to capture the surplus module, voltage to cost the batteries.  

For that reason, a MPPT controller in cool stipulations can produce up to 20 – 25% extra charging than a PWM 

controller. 

In assessing, a PWM controller is unable to capture excess voltage considering the fact that the pulse width 

modulation technology know-how charges at the same voltage as the battery. Nonetheless, when sunlight panels are 

deployed in heat or scorching climates, their Vmp decreases, and the height energy point operates at a voltage that 

is towards the voltage of a 12V battery. No exces voltage to be transferred to the battery making the MPPT 

controller needless and negating the knowledge of an MPPT over a PWM. 

Array to load ratio: In a state of affairs where the sun array is large relative to the vigour draw from the batteries 

through the load, the batteries will keep just about a full state of cost. A PWM controller is able of effectively 

preserving the method without the brought rate of an MPPT controller. 

Easureent of the procedure: Low power systems are higher ideal to a PWM controller for the reason that: 

 A PWM controller is less high-priced that a MPPT, so is a more economical alternative for a small method 

 A MPPT controller is far less efficient in low energy purposes. Methods 170W or greater tickle the MPPT’s 

candy spot 
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 A PWM controller operates at a moderately steady Harvesting efficiency regardless of the measurement 

of the array 

Kind of module: Stand-on off-grid sunlight modules are often 36-cell modules and are suitable with both PWM 

and MPPT applied sciences. Some grid-tie sunlight modules in the market in these days are not the normal 36-

cells modules that are used for off-grid power programs. For example, the voltage from a 60-mobile 250W panel 

is too high for 12-Volt battery charging, and too low for 24-Volt battery charging. MPPT technology tracks the 

highest power point (consequently MPPT) of these much less high-priced grid-tie modules with a purpose to charge 

the batteries, whereas PWM does not. 

Cost: MPPT controllers are more commonly more expensive than PWM’s however, are extra efficient underneath 

specified conditions, so they can produce extra vigor with the identical number of solar modules than a PWM 

controller. One has to then analyze the website online to affirm that the MPPT can certainly perform more effectively 

when utilized in that procedure’s given set of stipulations. 

When specifying one technological know-how over the other, the price of the controller turns into less 

predominant than the complete fee of the procedure. To specify a controller technological know-how readily 

centered on price, be sure to participate in an in depth evaluation of realizing efficiencies, system operation, load 

and web site conditions. 

 
Figure.2. Measurement of (a) Isc, (b) Voc 

Installation & Maintenance of Solar Panel: Solar modules are to be installed firmly and permanently on metal 

structures.  

Table.1. Testing and specifications of solar modules 

Peak power 

output (Pmax) 

Normal 

voltage 

Open circuit 

voltage (Voc) 

Short circuit 

current (Isc) 

Max. voltage 

(Vmax) at Pmax 

Max current 

(Imax) at Pmax 

4W 6V >11.5V >0.63A 8.5V 0.47A 

4 W 12V >21V >0.3A 16.7V 0.23A 

8W 12V >21V >0.56A 16.7V 0.47A 

10W 12V >21V >0.70A 16.7V 0.59A 

12W 12V >21V >0.84A 16.7V 0.71A 

18W 12V >21V >1.26A 16.7V 1.07A 

35W 12V >21V >2.4A 16.7V 2.09A 

40W 12V >21V >2.7A 16.7V 2.39A 

50W 12V >21V >3.3A 16.7V 2.99A 

65W 12V >21V >4.0A 16.7V 3.89A 

70W 12V >21V >4.5A 16.7V 4.19A 

75W 12V >21V >5.0A 16.7V 4.49A 

90W 12V >21V >6.0A 16.7V 5.38A 

Application and the size of the process. For smaller methods like sunlight residence programs, easy module 

mounting structures are used. For   programs like   sunlight   streetlights, solar powered signal lighting, sunlight 

pumps and so forth. Pole mounting module frames are used. For better methods like sun powered crops and solar 

powered Railway signaling installations, higher array mounting buildings are used. 

Testing before installation: Before installation the solar panels are tested at the manufacturing unit to check for the 

following parameters: 

Voc - Open circuit voltage 

Isc - Short circuit current 

Vmax -  Maximum Voltage 

Imax -  Maximum Current 

Pmax -  Maximum power at Standard Test Conditions or Peak Power Output. 

The following table shows typical user’s specifications of different modules: The above values are at general 

testing stipulations reminiscent of 25-measure cell temperature and 100- mW/Sq.Cm sunlight radiation. The output 

will likely be reduced as temperature rises and intensity of sunlight reduces. Despite the fact that accurate energy is 

measured with the aid of Module Tester at supplier’s finish, nonetheless to assess the working of module Voc and 
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Isc will also be measured at web site as shown in Fig. (a) & (b) by way of simple multimeter in two one of a kind 

modes I.E. Current mode and Voltage mode when module is positioned in daylight. The sunlight panel is placed in 

one of this position that it receives maximum daylight. 

Installation guideline: The installation of Solar Power System involves the following major steps: 

 Civil Foundation Job. 

 Assembly and fixing of support structure. 

 Mounting of Solar Modules on the support structure. 

 Installation of Battery Bank. 

 Interconnection of SPV panel in series & parallel configuration, Charge Control Unit and FJB 

 Connection of Battery Bank and Load 

 Earthing of Lightning Protection Unit. 

Maintenance and troubleshooting: Solar panels require practically no protection. Nonetheless the associated 

equipment’s akin to batteries and charge controller are to be maintained. Once a fortnight the floor of the panels 

must be cleaned with wet rag to remove dirt, fallen leaves, chicken dropping and many others. Simplest water to 

be used and no different cleansing chemical or other things. With solar Panel Secondary battery upkeep turns into 

minimal. Nonetheless common periodical renovation of battery will have to be implemented in a natural manner 

and as per preservation guide. For efficient working of SPV system particular precautions are to be observed as 

given beneath. 

Precautions and preventive steps: 

 SPV Modules are related in parallel and SPV Panel output voltage is not up to 25 Volts beneath traditional  

sunlight energy (for 12 V procedure/Module) 

 All connections are appropriately made tight and neat making use of the crimped pink (for +ve) and Black 

(for –ve) wires furnished with the aid of the manufacturer with a purpose to avert reverse connection. 

 The rating of the fuse in the charge controller is just not changed. 

 The SPV Panel is installed facing SOUTH and with the right ‘perspective of tilt’. 

 There's no shadow on any a part of the SPV Panel at any time of the day, to get higher power. 

 SPV Modules are included against any act of vandalism and unintended strike or hit via heavy objects, like 

stone, hammer and so forth. If the SPV Panel is installed on the floor, it has to be fenced safely to preserve 

it from cattle and to avert from any injury/theft. Fencing should be made in one of these method that no 

shadow must fall on SPV Panel at any time of the day. 

 Battery bank is placed on a rack or platform insulated from floor and located in a well-ventilated room and 

in addition ample clearance is there over the battery. 

 FIRST the Battery financial institution, then SPV Panel after which Load is attached to SPV charge 

control Unit and for disconnection reverse sequence is adopted. 

 Battery terminals are under no circumstances shorted even momentarily as shorting will effect in HEAVY 

SPARK AND fire. (To prevent the same join the cable at charge Controller end ‘First’ and then Battery end) 

 Certainly not connect the burden immediately to the SPV Panel as SPV Panel may give higher/slash voltage 

than required with the aid of the weight equipment and for this reason the equipment may be damaged 

permanently. 

 Blockading diode is furnished at the array output for protection against reverse polarity. 

 Make certain that the sun PV module gets direct daylight during the day where you install it. 

 The fairway indicator on charge controller is best a sign for charging. It will glow even at small amount of 

charging. So as to make certain efficient charging, the availability of direct sunlight over the solar PV 

module for the maximum hours of the day should be ensured. 

 It’s not warmness however mild that produces electricity. So let direct sunlight fall on the module floor 

without colorations. 

Troubleshooting: The analysis of the challenge in such occasions starts with the battery. Assess the voltage of the 

battery financial institution. If the voltage of the battery financial institution is proper as indicated in charge 

controller, there is also problem within the inverter or change between load and inverter i.e. both inverters is tripped 

or swap/load MCB is tripped or load fuse is blown off. If none of the above fault is determined, then assess the 

distinct gravity of the electrolyte within the secondary cells of the battery. There could also be two instances. 
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Figure.3. SPV block diagram 

If the targeted gravity is above the extent 1.2 (Hydrometer Studying 1200) price or as specific within the 

protection manual, it implies that the battery is so as and the predicament would be both with the cost Controller 

or Load. Disconnect the weight (S & T equipment) from cost Controller and fix it instantly to Battery bank. If the 

equipment operates, the defect could also be with the charge Controller. Disconnect the cost Controller and assess 

as per troubleshooting directions given within the guide furnished with it or inform the brand/provider.b) If the 

unique gravity of the electrolyte is beneath the specified level and BATT/LOW (crimson)) LED is glowing, the main 

issue could also be with any of the next: 

Load: this can be drawing extra current from the battery than required. In such case, battery is bound to get 

discharged, even if SPV Panel is functioning effectively. This would outcomes in well-known tripping of the weight. 

To restrict this, get the burden equipment checked and exchange any faulty components. 

SPV  Panel:  The  SPV  Panel  is  probably not  producing the required  power  for  which  the  energy  supply  has  

been designed. In that case, verify the SPV Panel as given beneath: assess for any unfastened connection/breakage 

of the wire in SPV module interconnections. 

If there is no such free connection, smooth the SPV Modules with delicate cloth. At any time when there is vivid 

sunshine, measure the voltage and current of each and every module after disconnecting the wire. Open circuit 

voltage of each module must be around 21 volts and brief circuit current will have to be as per the table given under 

Para 6 depending upon the wattage of the module, at one hundred MW/Sq. Cm AM 1.5 sun radiation. If any of 

the SPV modules offers low voltage/present output in the course of bright daylight (solar intensity ninety MW/Sq. 

Cm) inform the company/provider with module serial number together with the size taken, for necessary 

investigations. 

Failure of blockading diode:  blocking off diode fails briefly circuit and open circuit mode. Whether it is failed 

in short circuit mode, voltage throughout its terminal will be zero in position of zero.7 V at the same time charging 

current flows through it. When it fails in open circuit mode, the present won't drift via the diode. The diode 

may be checked as per ordinary process of checking of diode through taking away from the circuit. 

4. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 
We presented a means of ways of maintaining methods for solar panel for effective use to get effective 

output voltages and we discussed about troubleshooting problems and preventive measures. We also concluded 

various testing methods for solar panels before installations and these tests should be verified to get the required 

outputs and these methods should be implemented for the effective results. 
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